NOW HEAR THIS!

David E. Davis, the old Master Joiner, has hoisted anchor and sailed into a larger part. Much as I hated to leave my snug harbor at 302 Hamilton, increased demand for my goods and services made it impossible for me to remain moored so small a dock.

In my new location at 4132 North Woodward (just South of 14 Mile Road) I offer a much larger selection of fine antiques and authentic reproductions. My service operation has been expanded so that I can handle a greater number of pieces for repair or refurnishings... and of course I will continue to handcraft fine furniture to order.

DAVID E. DAVIS
Master Joiner
4132 North Woodward, Royal Oak
3-1229

SUMMER ART CLASSES
June 22 to July 31
Children—Young People—Adults
Morning—Afternoon—Evening
PAINTING—SCULPTURE—DANCE
Blissfield Art Association
Birmingham Art Center
Telephone 644-4286
1516 S. Crooked Road

EXCITING SPRING FAMILY OUTING
AT
UPLAND HILLS FARM
Children will delight at baby chickens, chicks, rabbits, goats, lambs, calves, pigs and other. Bring a picnic lunch or buy from Miss Irene and Bert Miller. Twenty-five cents, car, cost. Call for special group tours.
UPLAND HILLS FARM
481 Lake George Road, Oxford
Phone: 260-2111

YOUR GARDEN CENTER
TOP MATERIALS HONESTLY APPLIED AT THE PROPER TIMES WILL SAVE YOU TIME AND LABOR AND MAKE THE MANUFACTURERS' CLAIMS AND YOUR DREAMS COME TRUE. DON'T BE CHINCHY!

LAWN WEEDS?

AGRICO* WEED CONTROL WITH FERTILIZER

Destroy unsightly dandelions, buck- weeds, clover, lawn weeds, or any weeds natural-born to lawn. Just one application does it. The feeding power of AGRICO Fertilizer helps your lawn recover from weed damage. Grasses are encouraged to fill in the bare spots left by drying weeds.

Well nourished grass, growing like a green carpet, is yours to enjoy. It's simple now to control weeds and fertilize at the same time. There's no extra work for you.

AGRICO EVERGRASS FERTILIZER
Fast-estabished program ensures forPerformed by professionals for the maximum feeding and fertilization will supplement your sodding. Home, farm, golf course, sod, clover, attract bees, butterflies, beneficial soil organisms. Price, supply by hand or landscaper.

Agri-co Evergreen Fertilizer

Guaranteed 18 lb. bag ............................................. $7.75

See ad in insert A.C., this issue, for your Garden Rage Suggestions.

McCLELLAN HALL CO.,
Everything for the Gard and Garden
1416 E. Woodward, Birmingham, Mich.
Fast area delivery—Michigan City—4-6180

TITI-PII

5 piece group in Imported Rattan $198

Choice of Natural or Teak finishes.

SCOTCHGUARD protected covers

Shop and compare—we believe you will find a better cotton value in all Deeply! When a perfect choice for summer time outdoors, for the round room indoors... All foam seat and back cushions in colorful reversible, zippered covers. Group includes large sofa, two plastic top and tables and two generously proportioned lounge chairs. Lamp illuminated, $115.

Buy 818 N. Woodward at 11½ MIle Road, Royal Oak
Open Every Evening Until 9:00